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Everything in Oklahoma is BIG. Or, at least it appears that way. Windswept plains that
seem to go on forever. Larger-than-life cowboy legends. Towering oil wells, found even on the

state capital grounds. And in land area, Oklahoma City is one of the nation's largest
municipalities-- all 621 square miles of it.

When settlers stampeded onto homesteads at Oklahoma Station in 1889, the population
jumped from zero to 10,000 overnight. Growth has continued at a phenomenal rate, presenting

development planners with continuing challenges during the past century-- especially those

planners responsible for improving and maintaining the infrastructure. Fed by six reservoirs, the

Oklahoma City water system currently serves more than half a million people through nearly

2,000 miles of pipeline zigzagging through the city and out to 19 additional municipalities.
When a problem develops in a 150,360,000 GPD water system, it's bound to require a big

solution. Most recently called for was American's super-diameter 60" Ductile Iron pipe in one of
the first major American installations.

During the six years prior to 1990, a major section of 20-year old PCCP force main
leading from the city's Draper treatment plant into the southeast portion of the distribution
system ruptured 15 times. As a result, the Water & Wastewater Utilities Department was finally

forced to reduce operating pressure in order to avoid future blowups. Unable to deliver the

volume of water needed for peak system usage, the department had two choices: begin water

rationing earlier than usual, or replace the line.

A Water Master Plan had already been developed by the Oklahoma City Municipal

Improvement Authority from a study used to produce a formal planning document, which then

served as a guide for administering capital improvements. Water supply, treatment and
distribution were evaluated in the 1989 update to the water plan. Study findings revealed excess

treatment capacity in the system, but limited distribution capacity. The OCMIA determined that

installing a new distribution line would be less expensive in the long run than the indefinite

continuation of costly repairs to an already ~:S~~y;~.

Oklahoma City has its own staff of engineers, technicians, and draftsmen; however, the

in-house staff worked in conjunction with 3 consulting firms on the replacement project. Ductile

iron was bid against steel and concrete for the eight mile line. Because ductile iron had already

proven itself in 98% of the existing system, it was Oklahoma City's choice again for its

durability, stablity and performance. Funding for the $7.5 million project came directly from
regular cash revenues.



The job was divided into three phases during the spring, summer, fall, and winter of

1990-1991, with each phase utilizing around 10,000 feet of polywrapped American 60" Fastite

Ductile Iron pipe.
Phase 1 was bid January 30th, 1990, and Phase 2 on April 30, 1990. Work began on

Phase 1 in June, and moved directly into Phase 2, which was completed on February 1, 1991.

The 350 PSI system was designed by J.G. Miller of Oklahoma City Water & Wastewater

Ultilties Department with consultants HTB Engineering (Phase 1) and Merco Engineering

(Phase 2) of Oklahoma City.
Phase 1 and 2 contractor Gamey Companies, of Kansas City, Missouri, considered the

installation fairly routine. The soil was a combination of clay and sand rock, and the only

problems encountered were the sand rock, which slowed excavation time down to around 100

feet a day, and a month of bad weather-- almost all of January was lost to rain and snow.
20,200' of 60" American Fastite Joint class 250 Ductile Iron pipe was installed during the

first two legs of the project, as well as short lengths of Fastite 12" and 30" class 50 Ductile Iron
pipe. A creek crossing dictated the use of 180' of 60" Lok-Ring Joint pipe. Because there were
several 90 degree bends, restrained joint pipe was used for thrust resistance where soil strength
was insufficient to hold the thrust blocks. An interstate crossing involved going under the

roadbed in order to tie into an existing concrete steel cylinder line with special adapters.

A total of 126.07 tons of fittings and specials were used in both project phases, including

29 30" flanged fabricated outlets and 2 12" Flex-Ring tangential outlets. Only two actual bend

fittings were used throughout the entire job; all other bends and alignment were handled by

deflecting straight pipe a maximum of 3 degrees per joint. Outlets were placed every 11/2 miles

along the line, for air and vacuum release at high points and blow-offs at low points. 30" x 6"

flanged reducing adaptors were used to attach the air valves and 6" blow-off assemblies. An

American Darling CRS 80 gate valve was also used as an air vacuum valve.

Four 60" manually operated butterfly valves were spaced about 2 miles apart along the

line for water control and for shutoff as needed. Two new American-Darling valves were

installed; two existing valves were refurbished and left in service on an older line at 89th St. The

new line was tied into existing concrete pipe on either side of the valves with flexible dresser

couplings to allow for the possibility of future valve removal or replacement.

Actual pipe laying was completed by December of 1990. However, the job stretched into

the next couple of months because weather conditions prevented the Gamey crew from pouring

concrete to complete vaults for the two new butterfly valves.

Pipe was cut and beveled in the field with a Quickee (?) saw. The entire job was

carefully ordered and laid out to minimize the need for field cuts, which were made only for
installation and closure on either side of the highway where the dresser couplings were used.



The first two project sections were pressure tested at 250 PSI, and a leakage test measured at
200 PSI. Butterfly valves were rated at 250 PSI.

Phase 3, with RGDC, Inc., of Oklahoma City consulting, was bid November 13, 1990.

Concho Company, of Oklahoma City, contracted for and began working on this phase in early

1991, completing the distance from the end of Garney's contract the rest of the way to the water
plant. The Concho crew reported the pipe handled very well, enabling them to lay 300-500 feet

a day.
Trenching conditions varied from firm sandrock to sandy clay. 9,523' of Fastite 60", class

250 Ductile Iron Pipe was laid in a bed of crushed rock up to the springline. To deal with the

sandrock, Concho used a new rock conveyor system attached to the Cat 245 backhoe (Garney
had used a loader to haul the rock up to the surface during Phases 1& 2).

One piece of pipe 19' 7" long was fitted with a 12 " tangential flex-ring 3' 0" bell outlet;

95.54 tons of fittings & specials were used on the last phase of the line. Pipe was field cut where

necessary with an abrasive saw. This last leg of the project was also considered a fairly routine

installation., with the exception of problems caused by a rehabbed 60" butterfly valve during
pressure testing to 250 PSI. Operating pressure at that time was expected to be 200 PSI. The

entire replacement project was completed and in service by February, 1991.


